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Abstract 

Although the unique cyclo[18]carbon (C18) realized by recent experiments has been 

greatly concerned, it has so far remained elusive. In contrast, its precursors C18-(CO)n 

(n = 6, 4, and 2), which can be separated stably, are of more practical significance. In 

this paper, the bonding character, electron delocalization, and aromaticity of the 

C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, and 2) with out-of-plane and in-plane dual π systems (π
out

 and π
in

) 

perpendicular to each other are studied by combining quantum chemical calculations 

and wavefunction analyses. These cyclocarbon oxides exhibit alternating long and 

short C-C bonds and extensive electron delocalization, and a significant diatropic 

induced ring current under the action of external magnetic field is therefore observed, 

which reveals the aromatic characteristic in the molecules. The global electron 

delocalization and significant influence of the number of intramolecular carbonyl 

(-CO) on the two sets of π conjugated systems have been focused on, and the essential 

reason for the distinct difference in the overall aromaticity of the molecules was also 

clarified. It seems that the substituent -CO groups hinders the electron delocalization 

of the π
in

 system but has relatively small effect on the π
out

 system, resulting in the 

molecules with less -CO group showing greater aromaticity. 
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1. Introduction 

Cyclo[18]carbon (C18) is a novel all-carboatomic molecule that has been generated 

and characterized recently [1,2]. This allotrope of carbon has attracted considerable 

attention in the field of chemistry and material science since it has been observed in 

condensed phase [3-39], and a large number of theoretical explorations on its 

electronic structure [3-5], aromaticity [4,6-12], optical and spectroscopic properties 

[5,13-15], molecular interaction [16,17], potential applications in molecular devices 

[8,18-21], as well as multiple properties of its analogues [7-9,11,14,15,22] have been 

reported in succession. However, there is currently no way to obtain an isolate 

product of C18 and its pure-carbon analogues due to their extreme chemical activity. 

In fact, since Hoffmann put forward the idea of C18 in 1966 [40], several strategies 

have been proposed to try to achieve this unique allotropic carbon, including synthesis 

by eliminating the heteroatomic substituents of its various cyclocarbon precursors 

through methods such as retro-Diels-Alder reaction [41], decomplexation [42], 

decarbonylation [43], and [2+2] cycloreversion [44]. One of the two recent pioneering 

experiments to prepare C18 was achieved by sequentially removing a pair of carbonyl 

groups [(-CO)2] from a cyclocarbon oxide C18-(CO)6, producing the C18-(CO)4 and 

C18-(CO)2 molecules in turn, up to the final product C18 [1]. Actually as early as 30 

years ago, Diederich and co-workers have successfully prepared C18-(CO)6 molecule 

and determined it by X-ray diffraction with the same purpose [43]. However, although 

cyclocarbon oxides are very special compounds with rich-carbon features, maybe 

blinded by the pursuit of pure all-carboatomic rings, they have not received the 

attention they deserve. And yet we believe that, at least till now, studying the easily 

synthesized and relatively stable cyclocarbon oxides C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, and 2) 

should have more practical significance than investigating the very reactive and 

hardly attainable C18. 

Our previous theoretical studies on all-carboatomic C18 showed that, due to the 

special sp-hybrid form of its carbon atoms, the molecule exhibits an unusual in-plane 

π electron system (π
in

) in addition to the out-of-plane π system (π
out

) that are common 
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in conjugated molecules [5,10,15]. It can be expected that the cyclocarbon oxides 

should possess the special electronic structure that interests us like C18. In addition, it 

is a meaningful topic to explore how the presence of -CO groups affects the electron 

delocalization and aromaticity of the cyclocarbon oxides. So, in this work, the 

bonding character and electron delocalization of three C18 precursors, C18-(CO)n (n = 

6, 4, and 2), are analyzed in detail using a variety of wavefunction analysis methods 

based on reliable quantum chemistry calculations. Their respective aromatic 

characteristics will be discussed and compared in terms of the number of -CO groups. 

The in-depth study of the properties of C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, and 2) molecules may be 

beneficial to deepen the understanding of the systems and thereby facilitate making 

them applied in practice. 

 

2. Computational Details 

All results presented in this work were calculated at the B97XD [45]/def2-TZVP 

[46] level in the gas phase. Gaussian 16 (A.03) program was employed for the density 

functional theory (DFT) calculations [47]. 

The anisotropy of the current-induced density (ACID) analysis [48] was realized by 

the ACID code
 
based on the output file of Gaussian program, and the maps were 

generated by POV-Ray render [49]. The gauge-including magnetically induced 

currents (GIMIC) analysis [50] was finished via the GIMIC code based on the 

formatted check point file of Gaussian program, and the maps and animations were 

rendered by ParaView visualization program [51]. Other electronic structure and 

wavefunction analyses were performed with the Multiwfn 3.8(dev) code [52] based 

on the wavefunctions produced by DFT calculations. The isosurface maps of various 

orbitals and real space functions were rendered by means of Visual Molecular 

Dynamics (VMD) software [53] based on the cube files exported from Multiwfn. The 

colored contour maps of various real space functions were plotted directly via the 

Multiwfn code. 

For the convenience of visualization, the molecules in all structural and isosurface 
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diagrams in this paper are placed on the XY-plane and presented at a 45º angle 

relative to the paper surface. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Calibration of computational strategy 

Previous theoretical studies on the molecular structure of C18 have demonstrated 

that only the exchange-correlation functionals with more than 25% Hartree-Fock 

exchange can reliably exhibit the ground-state geometry of the molecule [4,10], and 

the B97XD/def2-TZVP level has been proved to robustly reproduce the 

high-precision computational result and experimental observation. Hence, we still 

adopt the same strategy as our previous works on C18 to optimize the geometry of 

precursors C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, and 2).  

The geometric structures of the precursors C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, and 2) obtained at 

the B97XD/def2-TZVP level are shown in Fig. 1, and the corresponding Cartesian 

coordinates are listed in Table S1. The optimized structures of all precursor molecules 

are found to be strictly planar with no imaginary frequencies, and the point group 

symmetries of C18-(CO)n with n = 6, 4, and 2 are D3h, C2v, and C2v, respectively. Fig. 

S1 summarizes the calculated structural parameters and available crystal data of 

C18-(CO)6 molecule. The maximum absolute deviations of bond lengths and bond 

angles between theoretical calculation and experimental measurement are only 0.03 Å 

and -2.3º, respectively, which shows that our calculations accurately reproduced the 

crystal structure of the C18-(CO)6. This also emphasizes that the exchange-correlation 

functional of B97XD is a reliable choice for the studying of C18 and its substitutes. 
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Fig. 1 Geometric structure of C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, and 2) studied in the present work. 

C atoms are in gray and O atoms are in red. Also shown are the Cartesian axis and 

bond indices. Long bond indices are in cyan and short bond indices are in pink. 

 

3.2. Character of electronic structure 

From a structural point of view, the C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, and 2), like C18 ring, 

present a polyynic skeleton with alternating long and short bonds. Based on the 

geometry and wavefunction generated at the level of B97XD/def2-TZVP, we 

simulated the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) image of the precursors 

C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, and 2) in the gas phase, as displayed in Fig. S2. It can be seen 

that the tunneling current is relatively prominent over the short C-C bonds, 

corresponding to gray or white on the STM image. In contrast, almost no tunneling 

current is detected on the long C-C bonds, because the local density-of-state (LDOS) 

of the highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs) show nodal planes in these 

regions. This character of STM of cyclocarbon oxides is very similar to that of C18, 

exhibiting similarity between their electronic structures [10]. For details and meanings 

of STM image simulation, please refer to the supplementary material of Ref. [10]. 

Bond order is an important concept and a quantitative index for characterizing 

chemical bonds, which essentially reflects the number of electron pairs shared by two 

bonding atoms. Here, we calculated various bond orders of C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, and 2) 

via different methods, and the bond lengths and bond orders of each precursor are 

collectively plotted in Figs. S3-S5. It is found that there is a good correlation between 

bond length and various bond orders of each species, that is, the longer the C-C bond 

length is, the smaller the C-C bond order is, and vice versa. Similarly to the case of 
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C18, the bond orders of the long and short bonds in C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, and 2) 

calculated by all methods are larger than 1.0 and smaller than 3.0, respectively, 

suggesting that some of the electrons from the short C-C bonds, which are formally 

triplet bond, are delocalized to the long C-C bonds. The existence of electron 

delocalization in C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, and 2) implies that it is possible for them to 

generate induced ring current in external magnetic field, which is the topic we will 

focus on below. 

In addition to the commonly known π
out

 molecular orbitals (MOs), molecules 

containing successive sp-hybrid carbons usually have a special conjugated π
in

 orbitals 

located in the molecular plane [5,10,15]. The π
out

 and π
in

 MOs of C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, 

and 2) molecules are listed in Figs. S6-S8, which will be involved in the following 

wavefunction analysis. 

The interaction region indicator (IRI) is a simple real space function that can 

clearly reveal both chemical bonds and weak interactions between atoms or molecular 

fragments [54]. The isosurfaces and color-filled maps of IRI function for the π
 
MOs, 

referred to as IRI-, are depicted in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the IRI-π isosurface of 

the C-C bonds in the ring except for those adjacent to the -CO groups is annular, 

indicating that these C-C bonds have dual π (i.e. π
out

 and π
in

) interaction features. 

However, the strength of π interaction of two types of C-C bonds is obviously 

different. The annular IRI-π isosurface of the short C-C bonds is broader and bluer 

than that of the long C-C bonds, providing intuitive evidence for the larger electron 

density in the π interaction region of the short ones, so the π interaction of the short 

bonds is stronger. In contrast, since the corresponding IRI-π isosurface is obviously 

not annular, only 
out

 interactions exist on the C-C bonds adjacent to the -CO groups. 

Given all this, it can be inferred that only 
out

 electrons should be responsible to the 

overall electron delocalization over the whole molecular skeleton. The color-filled 

maps can give the same conclusion as isosurface graphs from another perspective. 

 

 

https://fanyi.baidu.com/#en/zh/isosurfaces
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Fig. 2 Isosurfaces (isovalue = 1.2 au) and color-filled maps at 0.5 Å above the ring of 

IRI- of C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, and 2). The scales of color bars are in au. 

 

3.3. Orbital interaction analysis 

The MOs of C18-(CO)n can be considered as the result of mixing the MOs of the 

-CO and C18- fragments. The analysis of the interaction between the fragment MOs in 

C18-(CO)n is helpful to deeply understand the interruption of 
in

 electron 

delocalization at carbon ring near the -CO groups. The orbital interaction diagram in 

Fig. 3 clearly exhibits how crucial frontier MOs of C18-(CO)2 are constructed from 

fragment MOs. 
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Fig. 3 Orbital interaction diagram of C18-(CO)2. Blue solid and red dashed bars 

correspond to occupied and virtual MOs, respectively. The MOs are plotted as 

isosurface graphs with isovalue of 0.05. Blue texts mark orbital indices. Purple texts 

indicate major contribution of MOs from the fragments to the C18-(CO)2. 

 

As shown in the previous IRI- analysis and the subsequent electron 

delocalization analyses, after the combination of (CO)2 and C18 , the 
in

 electron 

conjugation is destroyed around the junction region between the two fragments. Two 

underlying reasons are: (1) the introduction of the -CO groups causes obvious 
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distortion on the C18 structure, especially makes severe in-plane bending of the C-C-C 

angles in the carbon ring near the -CO groups, which leads to evident difficulty in 
in

 

electron conjugation over this region; (2) as can be seen in Fig. 3, the MOs of -(CO)2 

and the 
in

 orbitals of C18- produce a significant mixing, resulting in new occupied 

MOs of C18-(CO)2 clearly display the character of  bonds between the -(CO)2 and 

C18- moieties. Since  electrons are well known to be strongly localized, the 

originally globally delocalized 
in

 electrons in C18 can no longer delocalize over the 

bonds where carbon ring binds to the two -CO groups. 

 

3.4. Character of electron delocalization 

The localized orbital locator (LOL) [55] and electron localization function (ELF) 

[56] proposed by Becke et al. are quite popular real space functions for determining 

the characteristics of electron localization/delocalization in chemical systems. 

The isosurfaces of LOL for the occupied π
out

 and π
in

 MOs, respectively referred to 

as LOL-
out

 and LOL-
in

, are displayed in Fig. 4. The isosurfaces of LOL-
out

 clearly 

show the favorable global delocalization channels of the electrons in π
out

 MOs, and 

those around short C-C bonds are much broader than around long C-C bonds, 

indicating that the electron delocalization over the short C-C bonds is more prominent. 

As the number of -CO groups in precursors decreases from n = 6 to 4 and then 2, the 

value of bifurcation of the LOL-
out

 isosurfaces gradually increases, which means that 

the 
out

 electron delocalization of the molecule enhances sequentially. However, the 

isosurfaces of LOL-
in

 are truncated near the -CO groups, and the hindrance to the 

electron delocalization of the molecule with more -CO substituents is more severe. 

Therefore, 
in

 MOs in C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, and 2) only exhibit a local rather than 

global delocalization, and C18-(CO)2 shows a relatively more complete delocalization 

than its analogues. Similarly to that of 
out

 systems, the electron delocalization of 
in

 

MOs on the short C-C bonds is also more pronounced than that on the long bonds. By 

comprehensively considering the electron delocalization characteristics of π
out

 and π
in

 

MOs, we can infer that the overall electron delocalization of C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, and 

https://fanyi.baidu.com/#en/zh/isosurfaces
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2) molecules must be weaker than that of C18 ring with extensively global 

delocalization of both set of π orbitals, and the order of electron delocalization extent 

for C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, and 2) is: C18-(CO)6 < C18-(CO)4 < C18-(CO)2. 

 

 

Fig. 4 Isosurfaces of LOL- of C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, and 2). The isovalues are set to be 

their respective bifurcation value (see Table S2) of isosurface except for the 

breakpoint near -CO groups. 

 

The color-filled maps of LOL-
out

 at 0.5 Å above the ring as well as LOL-
in

 on the 

ring plane of C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, and 2) molecules are plotted in Fig. 5 for presenting 

the π-electron delocalization from another perspective. These contour maps show, 

more clearly, the difference in electron delocalization around long and short C-C 

bonds in the carbon ring of different molecules as well as the truncation feature of 

LOL-
in

 near the -CO groups, which are consistent with the above conclusions drawn 

based on isosurface maps. 
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Fig. 5 Color-filled map (in au) of LOL-
out

 at 0.5 Å above the ring and LOL-
in

 on 

the ring plane of the C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, and 2). The scales of color bars are in au. 

 

The isosurfaces and color-filled maps corresponding to the ELF function for π
 
MOs 

(referred to as ELF-
out

 and ELF-
in

) are shown in Figs. S9 and S10. The electron 

delocalization characteristics described by the ELF-π function are fairly similar to 

those by LOL-π, although the definition of ELF has a different physical idea from 

LOL, which further confirms our previous inference about the characteristics of 

electron delocalization.  

 

3.5. Response to external magnetic field and molecular aromaticity 

Generally, a closed circle molecule with electron delocalization over it will produce 

a unidirectional ring current under the induction of an external magnetic field, and the 

strength of the induced current reflects the strength of its aromaticity. Next, we will 

discuss and compare the aromaticity of C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, and 2) by analyzing their 

response to external magnetic field. 

Anisotropy of current-induced density (ACID): The anisotropy of 
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current-induced density (ACID) is an intuitive and universally applicable method for 

visual analysis of electron delocalization by generating molecular ring current induced 

under a given external magnetic field [48], which can be further decomposed into the 

contributions of different types of molecular orbitals to gain a deeper insight. The 

ACID isosurfaces of π
out

 and π
in

 electrons, respectively referred to as ACID-
out

 and 

ACID-
in

, in C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, and 2) are plotted in Fig. 6. 

 

 

Fig. 6 Isosurfaces (isovalue = 0.03 au) of ACID of C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, and 2). The 

external magnetic field is perpendicular to the ring plane and points outward. The 

green arrows represent direction and magnitude of the induced current at various 

positions on the ACID isosurfaces. 

 

It can be seen that the π
out

 electrons of all three precursors show complete and 

obvious diatropic ring currents, which conform to the left-hand rule with the direction 

of the external magnetic field. The unidirectional ring currents caused by π
out

 

electrons are basically distributed at the region above/below the ring. This observation 

provides strong evidence for the out-of-plane aromaticity of the C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, 

and 2). Furthermore, the ACID-
out

 isosurface of the precursors widens and the ring 

current density increases with the decrease of number of -CO groups in the molecule, 
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indicating that the molecular aromaticity created by π
out

 electrons gradually 

strengthens in the order of C18-(CO)6 < C18-(CO)4 < C18-(CO)2. The ACID isosurface 

of the π
in

 electron system, namely ACID-
in

, in the molecules shows the truncation of 

the in-plane ring current near the -CO groups. In particular, the increase of the number 

of -CO groups results in an enhanced hindrance of global ring current and leads to 

more appearance of multidirectional local induced currents. 

The ACID diagrams that take into account all π (i.e., π
out

 and π
in

) electrons in the 

system are shown in Fig. S11, from which it can be seen that the induced current 

intensity of these precursors is consistent with the extent of electron delocalization 

obtained from the previous analysis, namely C18-(CO)6 < C18-(CO)4 < C18-(CO)2. 

Gauge-including magnetically induced current (GIMIC): The gauge-including 

magnetically induced current (GIMIC) is another effective method to reveal the 

induced current of chemical systems under action of external magnetic field [50]. The 

GIMIC maps on the ring plane of C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, and 2), which provides a 

complementary perspective on aromaticity from the ACID isosurface, are displayed in 

Fig. 7. It is clear that the significant diatropic/paratropic currents formed 

inside/outside the ring for each precursor, from which we can draw the same 

conclusion as that from ACID analysis that the precursor molecules are all considered 

to be aromatic. 

Based on the vector field of ring current generated by the GIMIC code, the induced 

ring current of a system can be vividly shown in the form of animation, which enables 

one to observe the dynamic characteristics of the induced ring current very intuitively. 

We have provided the animation files of induced current for the three precursors in 

supplementary material, which are strongly recommended to the readers for viewing. 
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Fig. 7 GIMIC map on the ring plane of C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, and 2). The external 

magnetic field is perpendicular to the ring plane and points outward. The black arrows 

and background colors respectively indicate the direction and magnitude of induced 

current at various positions. The color scale is given in au. 

 

Iso-chemical shielding surface (ICSS): The iso-chemical shielding surface (ICSS) 

[57] is a real space function extending the idea of the well-known 

nucleus-independent chemical shifts (NICS) [58] to three-dimension case, which can 

clearly reveal the extent of magnetic shielding/deshielding in different regions caused 

by delocalized  electrons. 

The isosurface and color-filled map of the ZZ component of ICSS, referred to as 

ICSSZZ, for the three precursors C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, and 2) are shown in Fig. 8. It can 

be seen that there is a shielding area inside the ring protruding in the direction 

perpendicular to the ring plane, surrounding by a toroidal deshielding area outside the 

ring. The shielding/deshielding characteristics of C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, and 2) once 

again indicate that they should be considered as a system with remarkable aromaticity, 

since typical aromatic systems share the same feature of ICSSZZ [10]. From the figure 

it is obvious that the peripheral deshielding region of each molecule is interrupted by 

the -CO groups, and the more -CO groups there are, the more severe the interruption 

is. The reason for this is clearly explained by the previous orbital interaction analysis, 

that is the existence of the -CO groups breaks the conjugation of 
in

 electrons and 

hence the corresponding in-plane induced current. The strong interference of magnetic 

shielding characteristics is therefore generated. Note that from color-filled map in Fig. 

8, the color inside/outside the ring become redder/bluer with decrease of the number 

of -CO groups, displaying stronger shielding/deshielding effect. This observation 

clearly demonstrates that from C18-(CO)6 to C18-(CO)4 then C18-(CO)2, the molecule 

becomes more and more aromatic. 
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Fig. 8 Isosurfaces (isovalue = 8.0 ppm) and color-filled maps on molecular plane of 

ICSSZZ of C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, and 2). The color scale is given in ppm. 

 

The ICSSZZ values calculated at 1 Å above the center of the ring, referred to as 

ICSSZZ(1), is quite robust and popular for quantitatively determining aromaticity of 

ring systems. The ICSSZZ(1) values of C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, and 2) are observed to be 

4.0, 7.8, and 15.3 ppm for n = 6, 4, and 2, respectively, which are lower than that of 

C18 (23.7 ppm) and benzene (29.9 ppm) [10], indicating that a relative weak but still 

distinct aromaticity in the molecules. The order of aromaticity strength determined by 

the ICSSZZ(1) is also fully consistent with the judgment results from all above visual 

analyses. 

 

4. Conclusions 

The bonding character, electron delocalization, and aromaticity of C18 precursors, 

C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, and 2), are theoretically explored in depth by using DFT 

calculations and a variety of wavefunction analyses methods. The optimized geometry 
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and various bond orders indicate that the cyclocarbon skeleton of the precursors 

shows an alternating structure of long and short C-C bonds, which is akin to C18. The 

results of MO analysis and IRI analysis show that these molecules have two sets of 

π-conjugated electron systems, respectively described by π
out

 and π
in

 MOs, which 

provide different contributions to molecular aromaticity. The orbital interaction 

analysis reveals the essential reason why the introduction of -CO groups destroys the 

π
in

 conjugated system. Based on the analysis of LOL- and ELF- functions, the 

characteristics of electron delocalization in π
out

 and π
in

 MOs were confirmed. The 

ACID, GIMIC, and ICSSZZ methods graphically revealed the prominent induced ring 

current or magnetic shielding effect of  electrons in precursors induced by external 

magnetic field. All the analysis methods based on the wavefunction of quantum 

chemistry calculations or response to external magnetic field came to exactly the same 

conclusion, that is, the three precursor molecules all have π
out

 electron global 

delocalization and π
in

 electron local delocalization, so they can be definitely classified 

as aromatic species, and the aromatic strength increases with the decrease of number 

of -CO groups. 

In our opinion, it is more practical to study the easily synthesized and relatively 

stable precursors C18-(CO)n (n = 6, 4, and 2) than the elusive C18. Related research in 

this work can provide theoretical references for chemists to understand the properties 

of cyclocarbon oxides. 
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